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Avalara Adds Integration with Stripe
Connect and Stripe Relay, Simpli�es
Mobile Sales Tax
In addition to Stripe Connect, which provides everything marketplaces and platforms
need to get users paid, Avalara will also integrate with Stripe Relay, which enables
customers to buy merchants’ products directly within other mobile apps.

Jun. 26, 2016

Avalara, Inc., a provider of tax compliance automation for business, has expanded its
integrations with Stripe, the leading payments infrastructure for the Internet.

In addition to Stripe Connect, which provides everything marketplaces and
platforms need to get users paid, Avalara will also integrate with Stripe Relay, which
enables customers to buy merchants’ products directly within other mobile apps.

Avalara’s mission is to be a part of every transaction in the world, in order to address
tax compliance challenges faced by businesses of all sizes. To that end, the company
is focused on connecting with leading applications for e-commerce, mobile
commerce, ERP, POS/MPOS and accouting software. In addition to Stripe, Avalara
has partnerships with more than 500 transaction software providers; more than
20,000 customers use Avalara to automate their transactional tax compliance.

“Companies that use Stripe expect to do business in real-time, which is why AvaTax
enables automated sales tax calculation in the real-time, ‘magic moment’ of
commerce,” said Avalara co-founder and CEO Scott McFarlane. “Twelve months into
our partnership, we’re delighted to expand it and look forward to growing our
mutual customer base with Stripe.”

To learn more about Stripe and Avalara, click here.
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